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NOTICE
This report was prepared as an account of Government-sponsored
work. Neither the United States, nor the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA), nor any person acting on behalf of NASA:
A.) Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness,
or usefulness of the information contained in this
report, or that the use of any information, apparatus,
method, or process disclosed in this report may not
infringe privately-owned rights; or
B.) Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of,
or for damages resulting from the use of, any infor-
mation, apparatus, method or process disclosed in
this report.
As used above, "person acting on behalf of NASA" includes any
employee or contractor of NASA, or employee of such contractor, to
the extent that such employee or contractor of NASA or employee of
such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access to any
information pursuant to his employment or contract with NASA, or his
employment with such contractor.
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1I. INTRODUCTION
The objective of this study is to develop information pertaining
to an integrated propellant manufacturing plant and distribution system
located on and meeting the needs of the John F. Kennedy Space Center
(KSC) in carrying out the requirements of the Space Shuttle Program.
At the outset of this study, the planned propellant and pressurant
production for the Space Shuttle mission ammounted to 160 tons/day liquid
hydrogen, 10 tons/day gaseous hydrogen, 800 tons/day liquid oxygen,
400 tons/day liquid nitrogen, and 120 tons/day gaseous nitrogen. This
was based on a shuttle launch frequency of 104 per year. During the
course of the study, two developments occurred which may lead to lowered
cryogen requirements than those stated above. First, detailed investi-
gation of transportation losses indicated that a facility producing
approximately 125 TPD LH2 and corresponding other fluids could meet the
requirement of 104 shuttle launches per year. Secondly, a maximum
shuttle launch frequency of 50 per year rather than 104 is now considered
more probable. Bearing this in mind, the study is primarily addressed
to the problem of supplying the large 160 TPD LH2, etc. propellant and
pressurant requirements, however it is sufficiently flexible to permit
making an analysis at practically all levels of production.
A variety of plant and processing equipment sizes and costs are
considered in this report for both redundancy and supply level consider-
ations for an integrated propellant manufacturing facility. Steam
reforming is compared against partial oxidation as a means of generating
hydrogen. Electric motors, steam turbines and gas turbines are evaluated
as prime movers for driving compression equipment. Various sites both on
and off Government property, are considered to determine trade-offs between
costs and problems directly associated with the site, product delivery and
storage costs, raw material costs and energy costs. To affect additional
economies, co-production of other products such as deuterium, methanol
and ammonia are considered.
Location on Government property raises legal questions which will be
discussed concerning a private company's liabilities and its rights to
market commercial products under Government tax and cost shelters.
In order to facilitate the presentation, the report is divided into
two major sections. The first section will present basic data, costs and
other general information. The second section presents an economic analysis
and interpretation of the information presented in the first section. In
addition, a legal discussion concerning the location of an integrated
propellant producing facility on Government property is provided.
2II. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1. The most likely production facility to generate the basic product
requirements of this study of 160 tons/day LH2, 10 tons/day GH2,
800 tons/day LOX, 400 tons/day LIN, and 120 tons/day GN2 is an
integrated plant using naptha as feed to a steam reformer process
for generating hydrogen. Either gas turbines using fuel oil or elec-
tric motors would be used to drive compression equipment, dependent
on the relative energy costs and contract life. A crew of 66 men
would be required if electric motors were used. Eight additional
men would be needed for the gas turbine drive case. A 27-month
period would be required to design and construct the facility. Land
requirements are 75 acres.
2. The most significant factors in obtaining low annual propellant costs
for the Cape Kennedy launch complex are dependent upon obtaining
and utilizing large scale facilities and contracting for the use
of these facilities over as long a period as possible.
3. The integration of cryogen production facilities achieves about
5% cost saving in liquid hydrogen if all such savings are taken
to the benefit of liquid hydrogen.
4. Site selection in the Cape Kennedy locale is not significant in
cryogen costs compared to the factors mentioned above. A large,
well utilized facility with non-interference by Government operations
would be favored in a site adjacent to the launch complex. Smaller
or less fully utilized facilities would be better located off
Government property. If the Government desires to locate this
facility on Government property near the launch pad, the attendant
risks are considered too great for private industry to incur and
should be Government owned and private industry operated. If the
facility is located off Government property, then it would be most
advantageous to the Government if the facility were owned and
operated by private industry.
5. Deuterium is the most interesting co-product opportunity and should
be considered if a relatively high level of LH2 productivity is
assured. Since its only market is also Government purchase, it can
be produced on either an off-site or on-site facility. Co-product
petrochemical manufacture is difficult because of the variable market
conditions that exist for products with a synergistic relationship
to liquid hydrogen-oxygen. Of the possible candidate materials,
methanol would be the most likely to produce sufficient economic
return to warrant consideration in a propellant production complex
located in Florida.
36. Natural gas at current prices would be the preferred fuel and
feedstock. However, insufficient reserves preclude it from being
considered as the long range dependable supply. Foreign naptha is the
most likely alternative for feedstock, with fuel or crude oil being
the least desirable and utilized only on the unavailability of naptha
or natural gas. For fuel, fuel or crude oil would be the most attractive
alternative in lieu of natural gas. LNG is too expensive to benefit
the project and supply uncertainties further preclude consideration
as a feedstock or fuel.
7. High investment, low operating cost, gas turbine prime movers tend
to be favored in large, highly utilized production facilities,
whereas electric motors are favored in smaller or poorly utilized
plants. Steam turbine drives are not attractive throughout all
utilization ranges. Selection of the prime movers to be used will
depend on the relative cost of fuels at the time the plant is designed
and the contracting method selected.
8. Steam reforming is the preferred process for the generation of
hydrogen. Partial oxidation can only be considered in the absence
of an assurance that foreign naptha cannot be made available to the
project for the long term.
9. Because of significant economies of scale that are available in
this cryogenic complex, storage should be considered to be the
prime method of redundancy as opposed to parallel train operation.
10. Evaluation of the Minimum Requirements Option on the criteria
baseline for this study indicates that a 170 ton/day hydrogen plant
would be required in 1978. More detailed evaluation of the loss
criteria employed in defining this study indicated, however, that
the complex need not exceed 125 tons a day. Evaluation of a 50
annual launch option indicates that relocation of the existing
60 TPD LH2 facility in 1980 is most attractive, whereas, evaluation
of a revised Minimum Requirements option indicates that this plant
should be relocated in 1975.
4III. DISCUSSION
A. Investigation of Basic Design Data and Costs
The purpose of this study is to determine the lowest cost means for
propellant and pressurant production and supply at Kennedy Space Center
(KSC) in support of NASA's Space Shuttle mission. This entails determining
the value of building an integrated production facility over non-integrated
facilities to produce the desired amounts of oxygen, nitrogen and hydrogen
products. Processing equipment sizes and costs for both redundancy and
supply level considerations need to be considered. Steam reforming,either
natural gas or naptha, is generally a less expensive route to generating
hydrogen than is partial oxidation of naptha or fuel oil. However, if
natural gas is not available and naptha is more costly than fuel oil (which
cannot be processed through a steam reformer), will partial oxidation prove more
attractive? Also, how much does the capability for marginal or incremental
production of oxygen in an integrated production facility such as this
improve the relative economics of the partial oxidation process? The best
of three possible prime mover systems - electric motors, steam turbines,
and gas turbine and steam turbine combinations - for driving the compression
equipment needed to generate refrigeration for liquefying the oxygen,
nitrogen and hydrogen products must be selected based on initial invest-
ment and operating costs. These operating costs will be strongly influenced
by the availability and cost of various forms of energy in the KSC area.
Co-production of products such as deuterium, methanol, ammonia and/or
commercial liquid hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen may effect additional
economies to reduce propellant production costs. Location of the produc-
tion facility on government property as near the shuttle launch pad as
safety criteria will permit would enable delivery of propellants and
pressurants by pipeline. The cost of this method of delivery must be
compared with other delivery means such as trucks, rail and barge from
sites which could be located either on or off government property. The
initial phase of this study was directed toward development of cost data for
the various production, delivery and site alternatives described above.
Turnkey costs were developed for each plant design concept. Turnkey
costs include engineering, plant site purchase and preparation, process
equipment, construction, a minimum plant storage capacity of 2-1/2 days
production, distribution facilities, plant checkout and startup and interest
and taxes paid during construction and startup.
1. Propellant Manufacturing Plant
a. Non-Integrated Plant
Liquid Hydrogen Plant
The' process employed for the non-integrated liquid hydrogen plant is
presented by Figure 1. Hydrogen is produced by catalytically reacting a
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6hydrocarbon feed such as natural gas or naptha with steam in the case
of a steam reformer based process. In the event partial oxidation is
used the reaction is a non-catalytic one between a hydrocarbon feed,
steam and oxygen. As will be shown later, the partial oxidation process
is more costly in terms of initial investment than the steam reforming
process, principally because of the oxygen requirement. However, it can
handle more severe forms of hydrocarbons such as heavy fuel oil or crude
oil which could not be processed in a steam reformer because they would
rapidly reduce the activity of the catalysts employed. If the heavy oils
are sufficiently less expensive than the lighter hydrocarbon fuels which
can be handled in the steam reforming process, the partial oxidation
process may be less costly on an evaluated cost basis.
After this initial reaction which produces a mixture of hydrogen, carbon
monoxide and carbon dioxide, the reactant products are cooled and processed
through a catalytic shift converter which reacts the bulk of the carbon
monoxide with steam to produce additional hydrogen and carbon dioxide. The
process stream is then cooled to near ambient temperatures where the carbon
dioxide is removed by an absorption wash step and then water is removed by
molecular sieve adsorption. At this point, the process stream is prepared
for cryogenic processing to remove trace amounts of carbon monoxide, nitrogen
and unreacted methane. (Note that even in the case of heavy hydrocarbon
feedstocks, methane will be the only remaining unreacted hydrocarbon. This
is because of the high temperature or catalytic condition of the initial
cracking processes).
Nitrogen and carbon monoxide are removed by liquid methane absorption
after the process stream is cooled to cryogenic temperatures. Methane is
next removed by absorption with subcooled propane.(i) After this step,
the process stream consists of hydrogen with trace quantities of propane which
are removed by adsorption on activated carbon. Refrigeration needed for the
cryogenic purification steps is principally supplied by liquid nitrogen which
is generated by a nitrogen liquefier. Makeup for nitrogen leakage, primarily
from the nitrogen recycle compressor, is provided by a nitrogen generating
plant when a steam reforming process is used and by the air separation plant
when partial oxidation is used.
After purification, the hydrogen can be liquefied. This is accomplished
by use of liquid nitrogen forecooling to cool to the temperature of liquid
nitrogen then compression and expansion of recycled gaseous hydrogen to cool
and liquefy the hydrogen. With the exception of the reciprocating hydrogen
recycle compressors, all process functions can be handled by single components
at the 160 TPD liquid hydrogen production level without extending the state-
of-the-art equipment technology. Three reciprocating hydrogen recycle
compressors are needed in parallel to provide the necessary compression energy
to liquefy hydrogen.
Baker, C. R. and Paul, R. S., "Process and Apparatus for Purifying Gases",
U.S. Patent No. 3,073,093.
7Air Separation and Liquefaction Plant
The process employed for the non-integrated air separation plant
is presented by Figure 2. Air is compressed, cooled and then separated
in the double distillation columns in a standard air separation process.(1 )
The 800 TPD oxygen and 520 TPD nitrogen requirements are well within the
production capability of a single train air plant. Refrigeration needed to
cool and liquefy the separated nitrogen and oxygen products is generated
by means of a nitrogen liquefier. This is accomplished by transferring
saturated nitrogen vapor from the top of the lower of the double distillation
columns in the air plant to the nitrogen liquefier. Here the nitrogen is
liquefied by heat exchange against recirculated nitrogen which is compressed
and then cooled by expansion through a turbine expander. The liquefied
nitrogen product is then returned to the air separation plant where a
portion is heat exchanged against oxygen vapor to produce the required oxygen
liquid and both cryogens are subcooled to minimize product flashoff loss
during transfer to storage.
b. Integrated Plant
The process developed for the integrated propellant manufacturing
facility is presented by Figure 3. A typical plot is presented by
Figure 4. Approximately 75 acres would be required for the integrated
cryogen producing facility. The same basic systems described for the
non-integrated hydrogen generation and air separation plants were employed.
The main process area where investment cost reductions could be realized
when integrating the separate facilities together was the nitrogen refriger-
ation system. One nitrogen liquefier cold box can be used as opposed to two
in the non-integrated case and a single, large nitrogen recycle compressor,
requiring approximately 50,000 horsepower at maximum production output, can be
employed without extending state-of-the-art equipment technology. Similarly,
integration of the separate steam and gas turbine drive systems resulted in
lowered costs. Other major areas where integration proved beneficial in
terms of cost reduction were site preparation, cooling water supply, elimination
of the nitrogen generation facility in the case of steam reformer generation
of hydrogen and integration of separate oxygen plants in the case of generation
of hydrogen by partial oxidation.
As will be shown later, power and energy requirements were reduced
slightly by virtue of the fact that larger, more efficient compression
equipment could be employed in the nitrogen refrigeration loop. Similarly,
the efficiencies of both the gas and steam turbine power cycles improved due
to the integration because a more efficient process could be justified and
larger, more efficient equipment could be employed.
(1) Latimer, R. E., "Distillation of Air", Chemical Engineering Progress,
February, 1967, pgs. 35-59.
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c. Safety Considerations
The two major safety hazards facing an integrated cryogen producing
facility such as this are (1) fires caused by accidental hydrogen or
hydrocarbon spills or venting and, (2) air separation plant explosion
caused by intake of accidentally vented hydrocarbon in the feed air.
Careful consideration has been given to plant design and layout to
minimize the risks from these hazards.
Location of bulk product H2 storage (refer to plot plan) was
determined by using National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) - 50B
as a guide. The million gallon liquid hydrogen storage tanks are sep-
arated by 170 feet from each other, and 440 feet from the LOX tanks.
Each liquid hydrogen tank is surrounded by a dike capable of containing
its contents. Failure and combustion of the contents of any one of the
tanks would not seriously damage, or cause failure of, an adjacent tank.
The liquid hydrogen fill zone is located 200 feet from the closest liquid
hydrogen tank. The potential for accidental spills and fires are greater
in this area than in any other part of the plant. Distance from adjacent
tankage and equipment eliminates the probability that fire in this area
would cause extensive plant damage. The fill zone would also be provided
with an automatic water quench system.
The liquid oxygen and fuel oil tankage were located using NFPA-566
and 567 as a guide.
As a precaution against hydrocarbon input to the air separation plant,
the air compressor intake is located at the upwind side of all hydrocarbon
processing and storage equipment. In addition, the air separation unit
itself is provided with hydrocarbon removal systems capable of extracting
dangerous hydrocarbon materials from industrially polluted feed air.
d. Ecology Considerations
Basically, a cryogen producing facility is quite clean and its pollution
effects are minimal. Thermal pollution is the primary concern. Cooling
water is required to remove heat from process streams that have been compressed
and in the case of the gas and steam turbine drive systems, remove low grade
heat energy which cannot be effectively converted to mechanical energy.
Care must be taken not to permit this water temperature to exceed 90°F to
avoid potential thermal pollution problems if raw water is used on a straight
through flow basis. This is avoided by using a sufficiently high quantity of
water.
Noise levels from compression equipment could present a minor problem
if it proved necessary to locate near a residential area. A minimum distance
of 2,500 feet between such an area and the production plant is generally
recommended. This should not prove to be a problem based on the sites being
considered which will be discussed later.
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The only other potential source of pollution would be from
sulfur which may be contained in the hydrocarbons being used as
process feed or fuel. This is minimized by specifying and purchasing
low sulfur containing fuel. Also, any sulfur contained in the
process feed stream is removed either by adsorption,in the case of the
stream reformer process, or absorption in the case of the partial
oxidation process.
e. Summary of Estimated Plant Costs
Investment costs for the basic production requirements of this
study for 160 TPD LH2, 10 TPD GH2, 800 TPD LOX, 400 TPD LIN and 120 GN2
are summarized by Figure 5, appended, for both non-integrated and integrated
plant cases for the various combinations of electric motor, gas turbine
and steam turbine prime mover systems, steam reformer hydrogen generation
systems generating hydrogen from pipeline natural gas, liquefied natural
gas and naptha, and partial oxidation hydrogen generation systems generating
hydrogen from both naptha and crude oil. These costs are also presented
graphically, as a function of plant capacity to provide costs for inter-
mediate plant sizes, by Figures 6 to 20, appended. For the integrated
cases presented, a product ratio of 160 TPD LH2, 800 TPD L02 and 400 TPD LN2
was employed. Thus, the investment represented by 80 TPD LH2 would include
400 TPD L02 plus 200 TPD LN2 production capability.
In addition, use of LNG for both feedstocks and fuel was investigated
for the integrated plant case. Refrigeration from the LNG can be utilized
as a forecooling fluid in the integrated nitrogen refrigeration loop to
reduce power consumption and investment in the cold box. Total investment
for an LNG based hydrogen plant cannot be reduced below that of a pipeline
natural gas based hydrogen plant however, because of the necessity for LNG
vaporization during plant startup. Energy consumption will be reduced by
use of LNG and this will be presented below.
f. Plant Utilities
Electric and fuel requirements for the basic propellant production
requirements of this study are summarized by Figure 21, appended, for the
same cases for which investment costs were summarized above. In all cases,
electric drive has been used for the reciprocating hydrogen recycle
compressors. This is because gear requirements for speed reduction in the
case of gas and steam turbines would present nearly impossible mechanical
problems. Gas engines could be considered, however, this is precluded
by the high maintenance costs and initial investment charges compared with
electric motors. Also, these requirements are presented graphically, as
a function of plant capacity for the purpose of determining costs for
intermediate plant sizes, by Figures 22 to 36 ,appended. Figures 37 and
38,appended, present similar information for a process based on using
LNG as a feedstock.
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The fuel needed for process feed is the same for corresponding
integrated and non-integrated cases for both the steam reformer and partial
oxidation hydrogen generating processes. Similarly, the electric power
requirement is the same for all steam and gas turbine prime mover cases,
consisting of the power required for the reciprocating LH2 cycle compressors,
plus a small amount of miscellaneous power for items such as lighting,
process controls and small motors.
Total manpower requirements for operating and maintaining the integrated
facility based on using all electric drive amount to 66 persons. This
breaks down into four operating crews of seven men each plus five maintenance
men per shift and a foreman for each shift or operating crew. In addition,
nine office personnel, a quality assurance person, two foremen supervisors,
plus a plant superintendent and an assistant are required. Gas and steam tur-
bine drive based plants will require one additional operator and an additional
maintenance man for each shift. It is emphasized that this is personnel
required for plant operation and that additional people will be needed for
product distribution. This requirement will vary depending on the type of
distribution system used.
g. Equipment Reliability and Redundancy
Costs and utility requirements presented above are based on a single
train process with the exception of the three parallel reciprocating
hydrogen recycle compressors. Such a process will have the lowest invest-
ment and operating costs possible, however, it will also have the lowest
reliability because a failure of one component in the train will lead to
plant outage. Reliability can only be increased by increasing investment
costs and this is the tradeoff which must be faced. Data for evaluating
three of the most significant possible tradeoffs, those being duplicate
half-sized single train systems, half-sized equipment within the single
train system and additional storage is provided below.
1. Duplicate Half-Sized Single Train Systems
Data presented here will be made for the steam reformer hydrogen
generating process using naptha as feed and electric motors for prime
movers. Comparisons based on the other process alternatives for which
investment and operating costs were presented above will be quite similar.
Investment and operating cost premiums for two half-sized single train
systems are as follows:
INVESTMENT
Single Two Half Investment
Plant Type Train Single Trains Premium
Non-Integrated Air Plant
plus Liquefier $ 8,300,000 $11,300,000 $ 3,000,000
Non-Integrated LH2 Plant 34,300,000 45,900,000 11,600,000
52,980,000 13,000,000Integrated Plant 39,980,000
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UTILITY REQUIREMENTS
Single Train Two Half Single Trains
Plant Type Electricity-KW Fuel Btu/Hr x 10 Electricity-KW Fuel Btu/Hr
Non-Integrated Air Plant
plus Liquefier
Non-Incegrated LH2 Plant
Integrated Plant
28,800
83,100
110,800
29,500
1,250
1,250
84,400
112,800
1,270
1,270
Two half-sized plants do have the advantage that they could be installed
at different times during the space shuttle program as the propellant
requirements gradually build up, thus saving interest on the initially
unused portion of investment in a larger plant. However, this advantage
is likely to be offset by inflation effects.
2. Half-Sized Equipment Within a Single Train System
Some redundancy can be provided by selecting key items within the single
train process and replacing it with parallel half-sized units. At the extreme,
this approach would be identical to the two half-sized plant scheme described
above. Cost premiuns for providing redundant components in this manner are
listed in the most probable order of their being critical to the system as
follows for the 160 TPD integrated propellant manufacturing facility.
Component
1. Nitrogen Recycle Compressor
a. Electric Drive
b. Steam Drive
c. Gas Turbine Drive
Premium for half-sized
Redundancy
$ 420,000
490,000
580,000
2. Hydrogen Generation Unit
a. Steam Reformer
b. Partial Oxidation
2,500,000
3,500,000
3. Air Separation Plant Compressor
a. Electric Drive
b. Steam Drive
c. Gas Turbine Drive
4. Hydrogen Expansion Turbine
320,000
360,000
360,000
180,000
5. Hydrogen Purifier Cold Box 1,200,000
x 10 6
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3. Added Storage
As stated previously, the production plant costs presented earlier
included storage for 2.5 days of production. Added storage will certainly
improve the ability of a facility such as this to provide product when
needed during periods of plant outage. A review of the performance of
Linde's 60 TPD LH2 plant in Sacramento, California and 30 TPD LH2 plant
at Ontario, California indicated that maximum plant outage due to
malfunction of process equipment was ten days. Based on this rather
limited amount of data, it would appear that this should be considered
a minimum storage requirement in order to guarantee product availability
in the event there is no product equipment redundancy. Costs for this
amount of storage can be determined by information provided in Section III, A
4.a. below.
h. Incremental Product Purity and Production Rate Alternatives
1. Decreased Nitrogen Purity
Nitrogen purity is decreased from 99.995% N2 plus Ar to 98% N2 plus
Ar by decreasing the rectification capacity through removal of trays from
the double column. The lower purity permits some additional withdrawal
of nitrogen from the lower column and reduces the quantity of low pressure
nitrogen which is sent to the nitrogen liquefier. The result is that a
smaller N2 makeup compressor is possible. The following table shows
investment and power reductions which apply for 100% plant operating capacity
(600,000 cfh (NTP) gaseous N2 production capacity).
Incremental Investment and Power Reductions
for Decreased N 2 Purity
Investment - $14,000
Power - 390 KW
This would amount to a unit cost decrease of 120 per ton of LIN based
on a 5-year contract and a 0.6t per KWH power cost.
2. Increased Gaseous Nitrogen Production
Additional low purity N2 gas is obtained by diverting some waste N2
gas into the low pressure nitrogen product stream. This is accomplished
without any cost or power premium. The maximum quantity of additional N2
available is 1,840,000 cfh.
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This gas is discharged from the cold box at about 15 psia. Investment
and power requirements for compressing the maximum increment of 1,840,000 cfh
into a distribution line at 100 psig are as follows:
Investment and Power Additions
For Compressing Additional Np Gas
Investment $600,000
Power 4270 KW
The unit cost for this increment of increased production based on a
5-year contract period and a power cost of 0.64 per KWH would be 804 per
ton.
3. Increased Oxygen Purity
An increase in oxygen product purity from 99.5% to 99.9%7 requires an
increase in plant air plus some increase in discharge pressure of the air
compressor. Total additional power required for making 800 TPD 99.97. 02
will be 1300 KW. The investment premium will be around $400,000. This
would amount to a unit cost increase of 854 per ton based on a 5-year
contract period and 0.6C per KWH power cost. The problem of producing
an even higher purity product becomes increasingly difficult and unit cost
increases (above cost for producing 99.5% LOX) are roughly estimated as
follows:
02 Purity Unit Cost Increase
99.95 $5/ton
99.995 $12/ton
Some additional premium would be required for quality control,
transportation and storage of the higher purity oxygen, however, this
should not exceed $1 per ton for handling the large quantities considered
here on a routine basis.
4. Decreased Parahydrogen Content
The hydrogen liquefier can be designed to produce product liquid hydrogen
with continuous parahydrogen content variability between 97% and 25%. The
hydrogen liquefier cold box becomes somewhat more complex to provide this
flexibility, increasing its investment by about $50,000 for large plants
(100 to 160 T/D). However, the production capability of a fixed facility
increases substantially with decreased product parahydrogen content as indicated
by Figure 39, appended.
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For example, by building a 128 T/D 97/% parahydrogen plant and investing
$50,000 extra in the cold box, the same plant can be adjusted to produce
160 T/D of 25% parahydrogen liquid (provided that the hydrogen production and
purification train can process the increased product). This would have the
effect of reducing overall hydrogen liquid production costs by approximately
7%.
2. Investigation of Co-Product Opportunities
a. Commercial Liquid Hydrogen, Oxygen and Nitrogen
Plant cost data for the purpose of determining production costs for
these commodities were aforementioned. The commercial market in the KSC
area appears to have an attractive future growth potential. Food freezing
and produce storage represent both current and future business opportunities
of LIN. Areas such as electronics and metal reduction represent similar such
opportunities for LH2 and LOX as well as additional LIN.
b. Deuterium Recovery
Deuterium recovery has been considered from the point of view that in the
event that the full production capability of the propellant production plant
is not required, a deuterium recovery unit could be added in the future to
help reduce the cost of producing propellants at the lowered production rates.
Thus, the largest size deuterium unit which should be considered on this
basis would be one capable of processing 140 TPD LH2 for deuterium recovery.
This arrangement completely utilizes the hydrogen recycle compressors which
would be capable of making 160 TPD LH2 if not operating in the deuterium
recovery mode. Deuterium production when processing 140 TPD LH2 would be
around 60 tons per year. Investment in the deuterium recovery package, which
consists mainly of distillation equipment operating at the temperature of
liquid hydrogen as shown by Figure 40, is $2,450,000 and 5,200 KW power
is needed. The current world market price for deuterium is around $20.50
per pound and the U.S. subsidized price is $28 per pound. Figure 41, appended,
presents unit costs for producing deuterium as deuterium oxide based on the
above investment and power consumption figures for 5 and 15-year contract
periods as a function of the deuterium plant utilization.
c. Methanol Production
Methanol production was also viewed as a means of using idled investment
in the event total production from this propellant manufacturing facility
is not needed. The basic process entails feeding a CO, H2 synthesis gas
mixture, which is withdrawn from the hydrogen generation portion of the
LH2 plant, to a methanol synthesis loop where they are catalytically con-
verted to methanol (CH3 0H) as outlined by Figure 42. The process outlined
in this figure is based on marginal equipment additions for making the
methanol and utilizing as much of the LH2 production equipment as possible.
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Investment and operating cost will be a function of the unutilized portion
of the LH2 plant. The lower the LH2 product needs become, the greater
will be the investment in the methanol plant because more synthesis gas
is available from the LH2 facility and the lower the unit methanol
production costs due to economies of scale as indicated by Figure 43,
appended. A 3-year payout period was used in determining the unit
methanol costs which is typical for this business. Current methanol
market prices range between 146 to 156 per gallon, F.O.B.
d. Ammonia Production
Ammonia is produced by catalytically combining nitrogen and hydrogen
under high pressure and temperature conditions as shown by Figure 44.
The hydrogen is purified cryogenically and delivered interstage to the
synthesis gas compressor. Nitrogen gas is obtained from the air separation
plant and delivered to the first stage suction of this compressor.
Because of the large size of commercial ammonia producing plants
presently being installed, it was felt that ammonia production could only
be attractive for a relatively large plant. Thus, investment and operating
costs were determined for the extreme case wherein no LH2 product would be
required from the propellant production plant and its full product capability
could be diverted to ammonia. Ammonia production in this mode of operation
would be approximately ,000 tons per day. Added investment in the synthesis
loop and compression equipment would be $8,500,000 and 5,300 KW would be
required. Modern 1,000 ton per day plants produce ammonia at about $20 per
ton.
3. Energy Costs and Availability
a. Electric Power
The Florida Power and Light Company has adequate capability to supply
the necessary electrical power to any location in the KSC area. The nearest
plant generates 800,000 KW and total capacity of the system is 5,471,000 KW as
of January, 1970. This compares with a maximum requirement of around 110,000 KW
for the integrated propellant plant. In addition, the system has sufficient
stiffness to permit starting the larger sized electrical motors being considered,
including the 50,000 KW nitrogen recycle compressors.
FP & L's published rate for uninterrupted power is around 0.956
per KWH. However, for large power requirements in a case such as this
where there are alternatives of using different fuels such as natural
gas and fuel oil with other prime mover systems such as steam or gas
turbines, this rate can be negotiated down considerably. It is estimated
that 0.64/KWH uninterruptible power is probably achievable with a
commitment to purchase 50,000 or more KW with a possibility of going
as low as 0.5U/KWH if commitment to 100,000 KW or more were made or
if interruptible power were used.
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Future electricity prices will depend, to some extent, on the future
price of fossil fuels for two reasons. First, the major portion of FP & L's
power is generated from fossil fuel energy although the percentage generated
from nuclear power is increasing. If fossil fuel costs increase we can
expect to see some increase in electrical power. Such increases may be
offset to some extent by technology gains in power generation cycles and
equipment and economies of scale if the trend in building larger plants
continues. The second reason for relating the future electricity pric.
to fossil fuels is that, as mentioned above, in large power contracts such
as this, a negotiated price below the published rate will be arrived at.
The principal factor in determining this price will be the cost of alterna-
tives for generating power.
b. Fuel Oil and Naptha
Fuel oil is tanked to the United States from both Venezuela and Africa.
Availability is not a problem and should not be in the foreseeable future.
Prices are subject to fluctuations, dependant on the domestic and world
supply and political situation. For the quantities considered in this study,
the price should fluctuate around 456 per million Btu's for low sulfur
bearing fuel oil. Domestic produced fuel oil would be considerably more
expensive.
Naptha would most likely be produced and refined in Venezuela for
around 556 per million Btu's. One potential problem here is that a quota
is presently required in order to purchase foreign naptha. Since the quota
system applies mainly to naptha use for car fuels and domestic petrochemicals,
it is highly probable that a permit to import can be obtained. The alternative
of using domestic naptha would cost around 806 per million Btu's.
c. Pipeline Natural Gas
The Florida Gas Transmission Company's analysis indicates that natural
gas in the quantities required for the large integrated propellant plant
would not be made available at KSC if required today. Even supply for a
30 TPD LH2 plant would probably not be possible at this time. The circum-
stance is not unique to the KSC area. A general supply problem involving
natural gas exists throughout the United States. The problem of availability
is due to the fact that gas prices are federally (Federal Power Commission)
regulated. Current prices are sufficiently low that the incentive for
exploration to find new reserves is not great.(l) There is much political
pressure to raise prices which in turn will increase the incentive to find
new reserves. If this happens, the supply situation for Florida and other
areas will ease and there may be availability for a large hydrogen plant. One
can only conclude that the situation is indefinite at present, however, if
supply does improve the price will be greater than the current minimum which
is around 40 per million Btu's on an interruptible basis. Fifty-cents per
million Btu's was selected for the purpose of making comparisons.
(1)R. E. Wright, "The Rise and Fall of Natural Gas Supply", presented at
the 49th Natural Gas Processors Association (NGPA) Annual Convention,
March 17 - 19, 1970, Denver.
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d. Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG)
The LNG supply and cost picture, as it would pertain to this production
facility, is quite uncertain at this time. This is because there are only
a few LNG producing installations and most of the product from them is
committed by long term contracts. The fuel requirements of this integrated
propellant production facility are much smaller than those for which long
term contracts have been committed thus far. For example, most contracts
have been for around 200 MMSCFD LNG whereas the requirements for the
propellant plant range between 30 and 60 MMSCFD dependent upon whether or
not electrical power is used. This would indicate that an LNG venture to
supply these requirements would have to combine several customers having
similar requirements in order to be large enough to produce at attractive
prices. This practice may start occurring if interest in LNG use continues
to grow.
LNG prices as low as 504 per million Btu's have been reported. They,
however, have been for large quantities with minimal shipping distances
(Algiers to France). The most likely source of LNG for the KSC area would
be Venezuela. Taking into account the cost of shipping this distance plus
storage, it is estimated that around 800 per million Btu's would be the
lowest achievable price for the required quantities of LNG.
4. Delivery and Storage Systems
a. Storage Tanks and Vacuum Insulated Piping
Liquid hydrogen tank cost,as a function of operating pressure, is
given in Figure 45, appended. The largest tank considered by this graph
was one-million gallons. Larger storage tanks, up to five-million gallons,
were briefly investigated for low pressure (15 psig) service in an effort
to capitalize on economies of scale. However, vendors' preliminary
estimates for building such tanks were $1 per gallon which is the same
as that for the million gallon capacity tank. This failure to realize
any economy of scale is due to vendors' non-familiarity with the problems
of building large tanks of this nature. Consequently high engineering
and labor premiums were estimated for the design and construction of the
tanks to minimize possible risks. A funded study to examine this problem
in more detail could lead to the development of sufficient know-how to
permit constructing large LH2 storage tanks at unit costs considerably
lower than $1 per gallon. Figure 46, appended, presents the costs of low
pressure liquid oxygen and liquid nitrogen storage.
Vacuum jacketed pipe 3" in diameter costs $150 per foot if installed
above ground. In runs of 18-20,000 feet, losses are expected to be 5%.
b. Transport Equipment
Capital costs, capacities, and product losses for the various modes
of transport are as follows:
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1. Truck
Trucle with capacity for 3.9 tons of liquid hydrogen cost $145,000
each. Liquid oxygen and liquid nitrogen trucks have capacities of
20 tons and 16.8 tons,respectively,and cost $83,000. Although trailer
evaporation is limited to 0.25% per day, losses from plant to use point
are 8T. Operating costs were estimated to be $60 per round trip.
2. Rail
Rail cars with capacity for 11.8 tons of liquid hydrogen cost
$250,000. Liquid oxygen and liquid nitrogen rail cars cost $120,000
each and have capacities of 90 tons and 64 tons,respectively. For normal
service, liquid hydrogen can be moved for $225 per car, liquid oxygen
for $90 per car, and liquid nitrogen for $64 per car. There is also
an $11.5 switching charge that is added to each of the per car charges.
Rail car losses are estimated at 7%.
3. Barges
A barge with a capacity of 72 tons of liquid hydrogen costs
$900,000. Liquid oxygen and liquid nitrogen barges have capacities of
475 tons and 320 tons respectively, and cost $600,000 each. The
Government owns three liquid hydrogen, three liquid nitrogen and three
liquid oxygen barges of these capacities and they are currently in
use at MTF. One 1200 HP tug is required per each barge. Dredging
costs are estimated at 55k per cu. yard. Barge losses are 7% from
plant to use point.
5. Site Investigation
Investigation of sites is divided into two principal categories, those
being "on-site" or on government property near launch pad 39B from which the
space shuttles will be launched and "off-site" or locations on private
property which would be a greater distance away from the launching complex.
Location near the launch pad would permit consideration of pipeline delivery
of the propellants in addition to the more conventional means of rail, truck
and barge. Off-site locations would be restricted to propellant delivery
by means of rail, truck or barge because the greater distance from the launch
pad would make the cost of pipeline prohibitive.
a. On-Site Locations
Two on-site locations were considered which are compatible with the
following requirements:
1) Outside of 120 DB noise radius from Saturn launch areas.
Personnel within the 120 DB areas require noise control during launches.
Personnel within the 135 DB noise level (closer) must be evacuated
during launches. Noise levels exceeding 135 DB also become damaging
to buildings without special design.
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2) Outside of .28 psi blast pressure area from launch
explosions. Structures within this zone would require premium
design for greater than the normal hurricane design forces of .28 psi.
3) Outside of blast fragment area from launch explosions,
which would normally fall within the .4 psi zone.
4) Outside of crash clearance zone for all NASA and Air Force
launch areas. Personnel within crash zones must be evacuated during
launches.
5) Clear of present and planned operational areas.
6) Apparently clear of sight control lines which become more
numerous closer to the launch areas.
The sites considered are referred to as NASA Site Number 1 and 2 as
shown by Figure 47. Figure 48, appended, shows a detailed drawing for NASA
Site #1 and Figure 49, appended,shows a detailed drawing for NASA Site #2.
The #1 Site was selected because of its proximity to launch pad 39A while still
fulfilling the constraining criteria listed above. If the propellant supply
system for launch pad 39A and 39B were ultimately interconnected, this could
be a favorable site location. Site #2 was selected because of its proximity
to launch pad 39B while still being compatible with the above requirements.
Both sites are characterized by sand dunes and swales formed by wave action
when the sea level was relatively higher than it is today. Soil bearing
is light, bearing loads of 2,500 to 4,000 pounds per sq. ft., and pilings
would be required to support major equipment.
VIP pipeline costs to connect the two sites to the launch pads can be
determined by using the footage costs reported previously. Cost discrepancies
which would result in differences between plant investment costs, which were
reported on a general basis earlier in this report,and these specific sites
are listed in the following table:
NASA Site #1
Item Cost Adjustment
1. No land cost 
-$500,000
2. Rail siding or double handling
of large equipment +$200,000
3. Additional cooling water piping +$600,000
Net Premium +$300,000
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NASA Site #2
Item Cost Adjustment
1. No land cost -$500,000
2. Additional cooling water piping +$400,000
Net Reduction -$100,000
Another possibility with regard to the on-site locations is to
locate the production plant closer to the launch pads. This, of course,
would subject the plants to greater potential blast overpressures,noise
levels, and ground transmitted vibration frequencies during a launch.
Process equipment would have to be protected from and/or designed to
withstand the greater vibration frequencies and overpressures and personnel
would have to be protected from both the overpressures and greater noise
levels. Personnel protection could be accomplished by locating the control
room outside the restricted area and equipment can be protected by proper
design precautions. Liability in the event a launched vehicle were to abort
and crash and consequently damage the production facility would remain a
final obstacle with this alternative.
The point specifically considered as NASA Site #3 was one approximately
5,600 ft. from launch pad 39B. on a line connecting NASA Site #2,discussed above,
with this launch pad as shown by Figure 47 and in detail by Figure 49, appended.
This distance from the launch pad would experience a 0.8 psi overpressure from
the explosion of a fully fueled Saturn vehicle and a 137 decible (range from
133 to 141 DB) noise level. The 0.8 psi overpressure from an explosion would
be an instantaneous pressure which would be equivalent to the 0.28 steady
state overpressure which is used for design against normal hurricane forces.
Thus, the design cost premiums that would have to be added to a plant located
this close to the launch pad would be those due to noise level considerations
and ground transmitted vibration frequencies. Some of these considerations
would be as follows:
1) All control instruments would have to be located inside a
building specially designed to withstand and attentuate the high noise
level.
2) Either locate the control room remotely (3 to 4 miles away)
running a conduit containing electrical signals from the plant to the
control room and evacuate all maintenance and service personnel
during launching periods or design a special control building at the
site which would contain all personnel during the launch operation
and attentuate the noise. Costs premiums for these two alternates
are considered approximately equal.
3) Bypass air intake of air compressor for the air separation
plant to prevent surging.
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4) Brace small pipes, lines and tubing on smaller spans.
5) Check designs to insure there are no potential noise resonance
or machine-ground vibration resonance problems.
6)* Check support of power transmission cables.
7) Use of heavier, more expensive machine and major equipment
foundations.
A very rough estimate of the investment premium in terms of added
engineering and equipment costs to resolve the above considerations plus
others which may become apparent after a more detailed engineering study
would be 1.25 to 1.75 million dollars for the integrated propellant production
plant. Other cost adjustments which should be made to place the costs of
building a plant on this site on a consistent basis with a general plant
site are as follows:
NASA Site #3
Item Cost Adjustment
1. No land cost - $500,000
2. Addition of roadway + $150,000
3. Additional cooling water piping + $400,000
4. Rail siding or double handling
of large equipment + $200,000
5. Facility Hardening +$i,500,000
Net Premium +$1,750,000
b. Off-Site Locations
Two off-site locations have been investigated, those being one at
Port Canaveral and the other being a general site on the Florida East
Coast, near the Florida East Coast Railroad line and within a one hour
one-way truck driving distance from the shuttle launch complex. The
Port Canaveral Site is also indicated by Figure 47 and is shown in
detail in Figure 50, appended. This site was primarily considered
because it is ideally suited for barging operations. In the event foreign
naptha or fuel oil is used, this would be hauled into the Port by ocean
tankers and emptied into storage tanks located there. All other sites being
considered would require either pipelining or barging this fuel from the
Port location. The nearby Florida Power and Light Company plant uses a
barging operation to supply its required fuel oil. This double handling
could be avoided by locating the production plant at the Port. There are
no railroad tracks near this location and thus the only alternatives
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available for transporting propellants to the launch complex are
barging and trucking. Cost adjustments to the "general site" costs
which were presented previously are as follows:
Port Canaveral Site
1. No land filling required -$400,000
2. Double handling of all large
equipment during construction $200,000
3. Additional cooling water return
piping $800,000
Net Premium +$600,000
The general Florida East Coast area was considered because there are
many good locations available for siting a plant and product can conveniently
be transported by all three conventional means - rail, truck, and barge.
Location near the Florida Power and Light plant was specifically investigated
with the intent of obtaining a bus-bar power rate by eliminating lines for
power transmission. This did not prove attractive because of the necessity
of tying other plants into the power supply grid for the purpose of backup
in the event a given power plant should go out of operation. No adjustment
in costs are required to place a reasonably well selected site in this
general area on a consistent basis with the general costs presented earlier.
Dredging would be required to connect a site to the Intercoastal Waterway
in the event barges are used and this is estimated to cost around $200,000.
Florida East Coast Site
Dredging for barge channel +$200,000 (Net Premium)
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B. Economic Analysis
Having developed the basic cost and performance data for the various
factors concerned with the production and delivery of propellants, the
objective now is to choose the best system from the many possible alterna-
tives. This section will be concerned with determining those conditions
for deciding (a) Whether or not the production facility should be integrated,
(b) Whether steam reforming or partial oxidation is favored for generating
hydrogen, (c) Whether to use electric motors, steam turbines, or gas turbines
to drive compression equipment, (d) When pipeline natural gas, liquefied natural
gas, naptha or fuel oil should be used, (e) What redundancy or backup pro-
visions shall be made, (f) What value can be realized for co-products
manufacture, (g) Whether products should be delivered by truck, rail, barge,
pipeline, or combinations thereof and, (h) Whether the site should be located
on government property or not. Changes in the cost of some of the input
factors between now (1970) and the time a plant would be installed and
started (1977 or 1978 at the earliest) may lead to altering conclusions
based on both present day actual and projected costs. Therefore, cost impact
of factor input cost changes will also be presented to permit rapid reevalua-
tion at any point in time.
Costs have been determined on the basis that the production and
distribution facilities will be industry financed. Contract lengths
of 5, 10 and 15 years were considered to determine the impact on both
unit cost and conclusions concerning selection of the optimum system.
Insurance and provision for casualty losses on capital investment were
assumed to be 1-1/2% of the capital investment. Return on investment
was assumed to be 10% per year. This rate includes the profit, interest,
and provision for income taxes. It should be cautioned that during
periods of tight money this rate would be higher:and therefore the
hydrogen costs estimated for 1970 would be somewhat low. The working
capital (inventory, spare parts, and cash) which is required to operate
a production facility was assumed to be 15% of the capital investment.
A return of 10% was also charged on this amount (i.e. working capital
cost equals 1.5% of the capital investment). These total charges which
were added to the operating costs,thereforeamounted to 33% of the initial
plant cost per year for a 5-year contract, 23% per year for a 10-year
contract and 19.7% per year for a 15-year contract. All capital and
operating costs are presented on the basis of 1970 dollars.
1. Propellant Manufacturing Plant
Cost comparisons made here will be based on the best current estimates
of electric power and fuel energy costs. These previously stated costs
are 0.64 per KWH for electric energy, 450 per million Btu's for fuel oil,
50d per million Btu's for pipeline natural gas, 554 per million Btu's for
foreign naptha, 804 per million Btu's for domestic naptha and also 806
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per million Btu's for LNG. Though natural gas is not presently available
for use, costs are presented for the purpose of comparison and possible
applicability in the future in the event that the current natural gas shortage
problem is resolved.
All comparisons in this section are made on a unit cost (dollars per
ton for the liquid air products and cents per pound for liquid hydrogen)
rather than "total-cost-of-program" basis to better compare smaller plants
with larger plants and show the affect of plant utilization. This does pose
a problem for the integrated plant cases and that is that costs must be
allocated between the different products. This was resolved by assigning
full, non-integrated costs\to the liquid oxygen and nitrogen products and
subtracting these costs from the total integrated plant costs. The residual
cost is then assigned to the liquid hydrogen product, thus all production cost
advantages associated with integration can be observed by comparing the
integrated and non-integrated LH2 costs.
a. Air Separation and Liquefaction
Costs for producing LOX and LIN separately are presented by Figure 51
for 5, 10 and 15-year contract periods. Two different capacity plants are
considered for each product, along with resultant costs if the full production
capacity of the plant is not utilized. For LOX, costs for maximum plant
production capacities of 800 TPD and 200 TPD are presented and for LIN,
costs for 400 TPD and 100 TPD capacity plants are shown. LIN costs are
based on the presumption that a gaseous nitrogen supply is available as a
by-product from an air separation plant at no cost. All cases shown are
based on use of electric motor drive as this arrangement proved most
attractive in all instances.
Costs for producing liquid oxygen and nitrogen from a facility capable
of producing 800 TPD LOX and 400 TPD LIN based on a 5-year contract or
evaluation period are presented by Figure 52 as a function of production
capacity. One of the major assumptions on which this graph is based is that
the corresponding LIN quantities are one-half the LOX quantities in all
instances. This presumption of a 2:1 LOX to LIN ratio is an important onebecause the unit cost for producing the 400 TPD LIN could not be achieved
unless the 800 TPD LOX were produced simultaneously. This can be observed
by comparing the costs presented by Figure 52 forthe combined production
case with those presented for the separate production cases by Figure 51.
One final observation here is that the LOX costs are considerably higher
than the LIN costs because all air separation costs were assigned to the LOX.
Comparing the three prime mover systems considered for driving
the compression equipment, electric motors, steam turbines and gas
turbines, the electric motor drive case is the most attractive based on
the energy costs assumed. This is because the rather short 5-year
evaluation period strongly favors the process requiring the least
investment which is the electric motor case. At low utilization, the
lowest investment case becomes even more relatively attractive. Changes
in the cost of utilities could alter this conclusion and the impact of
such changes can be determined by the following table:
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Figure 51
UNIT AIR SEPARATION & LIQUEFACTION COSTS
BASIS: All costs in 1970 dollars
Electric Motor Drive
Power Cost - 0.6w/KWH
80- . Al - 800 TPD LOX plant, 5-year Contract Period
A2 - 800 TPD LOX plant, 10-year Contract Period
A3 - 800 TPD LOX plant, 15-year Contract Period
A4 - 200 TPD LOX plant, 5-year Contract Period
A5 - 200 TPD LOX plant, 10-year Contract Period
A6 - 200 TPD LOX plant, 15-year Contract Period
70 B1 - 400 TPD LIN plant, 5-year Contract Period
B2 - 400 TPD LIN plant, 10-year Contract Period
B3 - 400 TPD LIN plant, 15-year Contract Period
B4 - 100 TPD LIN plant, 5-year Contract Period
B5 - 100 TPD LIN plant, 10-year Contract Period
B6 - 100 TPD LIN plant, 15-year Contract Period
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Figure 52
UNIT AIR SEPARATION & LIQUEFACTION COSTS FROM A PLANT WITH
A MAXIMUM PRODUCTION CAPABILITY OF 800 TPD LOX - 400 TPD LIN
BASIS: All costs in 1970 dollars.
5- year Contract Period
Power - 0.6 cents/KWH
Fuel Oil - 45 cents/MM BTU
Al - LOX, Electric Motors
A2 - LOX, Steam Turbines
A3 - LOX, Gas Turbines
B1 - LIN, Electric Motors
B2 - LIN, Steam Turbines
B3 --LIN, Gas Turbines
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Figure 53
UNIT AIR SEPARATION & LIQUEFACTION COSTS FROM A PLANT
WITH A MAXIMUM PRODUCTION CAPABILITY OF 800 TPD LOX-400 TPD LIN
BASIS: All costs in 1970 dollars
15 year Contract Period
Power - 0.6 cents/KWH
Fuel Oil - 45 cents/MM BTU
Al - LOX, Electric Motors
A2 - LOX, Steam Turbines
A3 - LOX, Gas Turbines
B1 - LIN, Electric Motors
B2 - LIN, Steam Turbines
B3 - LIN, Gas Turbines
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Figure 54
UNIT AIR SEPARATION & LIQUEFACTION COSTS FOR PLANTS HAVING
MAXIMUM PRODUCTION CAPABILITIES OF 600 TPD LOX-300 TPD LIN & 200 TPD
LOX - 100 TPD LIN
80 - * BASIS: All costs in 1970 dollars.
Electric Motor Drive
Power - 0.6 cents/KlH
Al - LOX, 600 TPD, 5-year Contract Period
A2 - LOX, 600 TPD, 15-year Contract Period
70 - BI - LIN, 300 TPD, 5-year Contract Period
B2 - LIN, 300 TPD, 15-year Contract Period
Cl - LOX, 200 TPD, 5-year Contract Period
C2 - LOX, 200 TPD, 15-year Contract Period
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Change in Unit Production
Cost - $/Ton
Utility Prime Mover Price Change LOX LIN
Electricity Motors O.1UKWH 0.82 0.45
Fuel Oil Steam Turbines 10/million Btu's 0.73 0.40
Fuel Oil Gas Turbines 104/million Btu's 0.59 0.32
Figure 53 presents the same comparison for a 15-year evaluation period
as was presented by Figure 52 for a 5-year evaluation period. Here again,
the electric motor drive case is more attractive than the steam and gas
turbine drive cases although the relative difference is not quite as great
due to the longer evaluation period moderating the investment cost differential.
Comparisons of non-integrated air separation and liquefaction plants
designed for lower production rates are presented by Figure 54 for 5 and 15
year evaluation periods. Only the electric motor driven cases are presented
here because at the lowered design production rates, the lowest investment
cases will always prove relatively more attractive than at the higher pro-
duction levels. The principal observations to be made in examining Figures 51-54
are that costs are significantly influenced by the length of evaluation period,
size of plant and the production level of a given plant design.
b. Liquid Hydrogen Production - Integrated Plant
Having established the unit production costs for LOX and LIN,
the integrated plant LH2 production costs can now be determined by
subtracting these costs from the total integrated plant costs as outlined
above. Since the electric motor drive cases were lowest cost for
producing LOX and LIN throughout, these will be used as the basis in
all cases.
Production costs are presented as a function of capacity for the
most attractive combinations of prime movers and hydrogen generation
units for 5, 10 and 15-year evaluation periods by Figures 55, 56, and
57, respectively. Maximum design capacity of the plant is 160 TPD LH2,
800 TPD LOX and 400 TPD LN2 in all cases. Production at reduced levels
though represented in terms of LH2 production, represents total propellant
production in the ratio of 1 TPD LH2:5 TPD LOX:2.5 TPD LN2. Examining
these illustrations in more detail, Figure 55 indicates the pipeline
natural gas case using electric motors as prime movers to be the lowest
cost case. Unfortunately, this case is unrealistic because as stated
previously, pipeline natural gas is not currently available in required
quantities. Examining those cases which can be realistically considered,
it can be observed that in the high production capacity end, costs are
nearly a toss-up for the three prime mover systems being considered for
the steam reforming process using naptha feed. At the lower production
capacity end, the lower investment electric motor drive case becomes
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Figure 55 /
LH2 PRODUCTION COSTS FOR AN INTEGRATED PROPELLANT PRODUCTION PLANT
WITH MAXIMUM PRODUCTION CAPABILITY OF 160 TPD LH2, 800 TPD
LOX, 400 TPD LIN
BASIS: All costs in 1970 dollars.
5-year contract period.
Power - 0.6 cents/KWH
Natural Gas - 50 cents MM BTU
Fuel Oil - 45 cents/MM BTU
Naptha - 55 cents/MM BTU
70
1. Steam Reformer, Gas Fuel, Electric Motors
2. Steam Reformer, Naptha Feed, Electric Motors
3. Steam Reformer, Naptha Feed, Steam Turbines
4. Steam Reformer, Naptha Feed, Gas Turbines
5. Partial Oxidation, Fuel Oil Feed, Gas Turbine
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Figure 56
LH, PRODUCTION COSTS FOR AN INTEGRATED PROPELLANT PRODUCTION PLANT
WITH MAXIMUM PRODUCTION CAPABILITY OF 160 TPD LH,, 800 TPD LO,, 400 TPD LIN
BASIS: All costs in 1970 dollars
10-year Evaluation Period
Power - 0.64/KWH
Natural Gas - 504/MM Btu
Fuel Oil - 454/MM Btu
Naptha - 554/MM Btu
1. Steam Reformer, Gas Fuel, Electric Motors
2. Steam Reformer, Naptha Feed, Electric Motors
3. Steam Reformer, Naptha Feed, Gas Turbines
4. Partial Oxidation, Fuel Oil Feed, Gas
Turbines
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Figure 57
LH: PRODUCTION COSTS FOR AN INTEGRATED PROPELLANT PRODUCTION PLANT
WITH MAXIMUM PRODUCTION CAPABILITY OF 160 TPD LH,. 800 TPD LO,, 400 TPD LIN
BASIS: All costs in 1970 dollars
15-year Evaluation Period
Power - 0.64/KWH
Natural Gas - 504/MM Btu
Fuel Oil - 450/MM Btu
70 " Naptha - 554/MM Btu
70 Steam Reformer, Gas Feed, Electric Motors
2. Steam Reformer, Naptha Feed, Electric Motors
3. Steam Reformer, Naptha Feed, Gas Turbines
4. Partial Oxidation, Fuel Oil Feed, Electric
Motors
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relatively more attractive. In all cases, the partial oxidation process,
with its higher investment cost, proved less attractive. One case
based on using fuel oil feed and gas turbine drive is presented for the
purpose of comparison. This case had the lowest production cost of all
partial oxidation processes considered in the high production rate range
(130 to 160 TPD).
Figure 56, differing from 55 in length of evaluation period (10 years
vs. 5), again shows the pipeline natural gas case to be potentially most
attractive based on the utility costs assumed. Considering the cases
which should be considered more realistic, the gas turbine drive case
proves more attractive than the electric motor drive case for the naptha
feed steam reformer in the high production capacity ranges. This is
because the lower operating costs of the gas turbine drive system more
than offset the investment premium over electric motors when the evaluation
period becomes long enough. At the low production end, the electric motor
drive case, with its lower investment,starts appearing more attractive.
The steam turbine drive case was not presented here because in all instances
it proved less attractive than either the electric motor and/or the gas
turbine drive cases. Again, the lowest cost partial oxidation case in the
high production level range, which is based on use of fuel oil feed and gas
turbine drive, is presented as a basis for comparison.
Examination of Figure 57, which presents cost data based on a 15-year
evaluation period, results in drawing conclusions similar to those drawn
for Figure 56, above. Minor differences are that the unit costs for producing
hydrogen are lowered and the naptha fueled stream reformer case using the
higher investment, lower operating cost gas turbine drive looks relatively
better than the electric motor drive case in the high production range. This
is again because the longer evaluation period moderates the impact of the
investment premium.
Production costs for a 120 TPD integrated propellant production plant
for various combinations of prime movers, hydrogen generation units and
fuels are presented by Figures 58 and 59 for 5 and 15-year evaluation
periods, respectively. The 10-year evaluation period presentation was
not provided because it showed the same relative comparisons as the 15-year
period case. The 120 TPD case was selected because it is representative
of production requirements to support 104 shuttle lanuches per year if
transportation losses are minimized. Figure 58 shows the electric motor
drive cases to be better than gas turbine drive. This is somewhat different
from the 160 TPD case for a 5-year evaluation period in which all the prime
mover systems showed similar costs in the high production range. The reason
for this change is that for the smaller sized plants initial investment has a
greater influence on costs, particularly for a short evaluation period. Thus,
the lower investment cost, higher operating cost electric motor drive case
appears more attractive at all production levels for the naptha feed steam
reformer case. Steam turbine drive cases, while not plotted are extremely
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Figure 58
LH? PRODUCTION COSTS FOR AN INTEGRATED PROPELLANT PRODUCTION PLANT
WITH MAXIMUM PRODUCTION CAPABILITY OF 120 TPD LH,, 600 TPD LQX 300 TPDLIN
BASIS: All costs in 1970 dollars
5-year Contract Period
Power - 0.64/KWH
Natural Gas - 504/MM Btu
Fuel Oil - 45~/MM Btu
Naptha - 554/MM Btu
70
1. Steam Reformer, Gas Fuel, Electric Motors
2. Steam Reformer, Naptha Fuel, Electric Motors
3. Steam Reformer, Naptha Fuel, Gas Turbines
4. Partial Oxidation, Fuel Oil, Electric Motors
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Figure 59
LHp PRODUCTION COSTS FOR AN INTEGRATED PROPELLANT PRODUCTION PLANT
WITH MAXIMUM PRODUCTION CAPABILITY OF 120 TPD LHW, 600 TPD LQX . 300 TPD LIN
BASIS: All costs in 1970 dollars
15-year Evaluation Period
Power - 0.6j/KWH
Natural Gas - 504/MM Btu
Fuel Oil - 45w/MM Btu
70 ¢ Naptha - 55I/MM Btu
1. Steam Reformer, Gas Fuel, Electric Motors
2. Steam Reformer, Naptha Fuel, Electric Motors
3. Steam Reformer, Naptha Fuel, Gas Turbines
4. Partial Oxidation, Fuel Oil, Electric Motors
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Figure 60
LH, PRODUCTION COSTS FOR AN INTEGRATED PROPELLANT PRODUCTION PLANT
WITH MAXIMUM PRODUCTION CAPABILITY OF 40 TPD LHo. 200 TPD LOX. 100 TPD LIN
BASIS: All costs in 1970 dollars
15-year Contract Period
Power - 0.64/KWH
Natural Gas - 504/MM Btu
Fuel Oil - 45U/MM Btu
Naptha - 554/MM Btu
1. Steam Reformer, Gas Fuel, Electric Motors
2. Steam Reformer, Naptha Fuel, Electric
Motors
3. Steam Reformer, Naptha Fuel, Gas Turbines
4. Partial Oxidation, Fuel Oil, Electric
Motors
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close, though higher than the gas turbine drive cases. Figure 59
shows that the longer evaluation period starts favoring the gas
turbine drive case in the higher range of production capacity.
Once again, the longer evaluation period tends to start favoring the
high investment, low operating cost case. As plant utilization drops
off, the electric motor drive case starts to become favored again
because of its lower investment.
Integrated plant production costs for a 40 TPD integrated plant are
presented for the more attractive cases by Figure 60 using a 15-year
contract or evaluation period. This production level was arbitrarily chosen
to provide an idea as to the impact that the economy of scaleup has on a
cryogen producing facility. At this lower production plant size level the
electric motor drive cases appear more attractive throughout. For this
reason, shorter evaluation periods, which would merely show the lower invest-
ment cost electric motor drive cases to look even more attractive, are not
shown.
In summary, the following conclusions can be drawn regarding the LH2
production costs from an integrated propellant manufacturing facility.
1) Plant design capacity and utilization are the two major factors
which influence the unit production cost of LH2. The larger the plant
size, the lower the unit production cost due to economies of scaleup in
investment and the ability to design a more efficient process. However, if
a large plant is not fully utilized the production costs will be greater than
from a smaller plant which is fully utilized.
2) Steam reforming is a more attractive route for generating hydrogen
than a partial oxidation unit based on the utility costs assumed.
3) The gas turbine drive system is favored for conditions of high
production, long evaluation periods and high plant utilization. Electric
motor drive is favored for the opposite conditions and all steam turbine
drive cases are least attractive.
Changes in the cost of utilities from those assumed for this presentation
could alter some of the above conclusions. The following table provides
information for determining the impact of possible change on the production
costs,
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H2 Generation
Process Fuel Prime Mover
Change in Unit Production
Cost - /#
0.10KWH Electric
Steam Reformer
Steam Reformer
Steam Reformer
Steam Reformer
Steam Reformer
Steam Reformer
Partial Oxidation
Partial Oxidation
Partial Oxidation
Partial Oxidation
Partial Oxidation
Partial Oxidation
Nat. Gas
Nat. Gas
Nat. Gas
Naptha
Naptha
Naptha
Naptha
Naptha
Naptha
Fuel Oil
Fuel Oil
Fuel Oil
Electric Motors
Gas Turbines
Steam Turbines
Electric Motors
Gas Turbines
Steam Turbines
Electric Motors
Steam Turbines
Gas Turbines
Electric Motors
Steam Turbines
Gas Turbines
c. Comparison Between Integrated and Non-Integrated
Production Costs
Plant Hydrogen
Comparisons between integrated and non-integrated plant LH2 production
costs are illustrated by Figures 61 through 64. In all cases, the integrated
plant has an advantage of approximately 5%. This is because the integrated
plant has a lower relative investment cost and higher overall operating
efficiency than its non-integrated counterpart. Detailed inspection of the
illustrations will show that the integrated plant's relative advantage becomes
slightly greater for smaller plant sizes (see Figure 64 for 40 TPD LH2
plant comparison), lower utilization and shorter evaluation periods. The
production cost advantage of an integrated production facility will exist
whether it is located on or off Government property.
d. LNG Integration
Use of LNG permits reducing power by approximately 10,000 KW. However,
this savings is more than offset by the premium which must be paid for LNG.
LH2 production costs from a steam reformer system using electric motors
0.73
0.45
0.45
0.73
0.45
0.45
0.795
0.45
0.45
0.795
0.45
0.45
1.03
1.29
1.21
1.13
1.39
1.32
1.08
1.44
1.34
1.08
1.44
1.34
10O/Million Btu
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Figure 61
COMPARISON OF COSTS FOR PRODUCING LH, FROM INTEGRATED AND NON-INTEGRATED PLANTS
WITH MAXIMUM PRODUCTION CAPABILITY OF 160 TPD LHp
BASIS: All costs in 1970 dollars
Power -' 0.6/KWH
Fuel Oil - 454/MM Btu
Naptha - 55J/MM Btu
70' _ Steam Reformer, Naptha Feed, Fuel Oil for Fuel,
Electric Motors
5-year Evaluation Period:
Al - Non-Integrated
B1 - Integrated
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Figure 62
COMPARISON OF COSTS FOR PRODUCING LH? FROM INTEGRATED AND NON -INTEGRATED PLANTS
WITH MAXIMUM PRODUCTION CAPABILITY OF 160 TPD LH2
BASIS: All costs in 1970 dollars
Power - 0.64/KWH
Fuel Oil - 45d/MM Btu
Naptha - 554/MM Btu
Steam Reformer, Naptha Feed, Fuel Oil for Fuel,
Gas Turbines
5-year Evaluation Period:
Al - Non-Integrated
Bl - Integrated
15-year Evaluation Period:.
A2 - Non-Integrated
B2 - Integrated
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Figure 63
COMPARISON OF COSTS FOR PRODUCING LH? FROM INTEGRATED AND NON-INTEGRATED PLANTS
WITH MAXIMUM PRODUCTION CAPABILITY OF 160 TPD LH,
BASIS: All costs in 1970 dollars
Power - 0.64/KWH
Fuel Oil - 454/MM Btu
Partial Oxidation, Fuel Oil, Electric Motors
5-year Evaluation Period:
Al - Non-Integrated
B1 - Integrated
Partial Oxidation, Fuel Oil, Gas Turbines
15-year Evaluation Period:
A2 - Non-Integrated
B2 - Integrated
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Figure 64
COMPARISON OF COSTS FOR PRODUCING LH? FROM INTEGRATED AND NON-INTEGRATED PLANTS
WITH MAXIMUM PRODUCTION CAPABILITY OF 40 TPD LE?
BASIS: All costs in 1970 dollars
Power - 0.64/KWH
Fuel Oil - 454/MM Btu
Naptha - 554/MM Btu
Steam Reformer, Naptha Feed, Electric Motors
15-year Evaluation Period:
Al - Non-Integrated
B1 - Integrated
Partial Oxidation, Fuel Oil, Electric Motors
15-year Evaluation Period:
A2 - Non-Integrated
B2 - Integrated
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is 20.7i per lb. based on a 15-year evaluation or contract period. This
compares with 18.06 per lb. for a naptha feed counterpart. This difference
in production cost plus the uncertainty of the LNG supply picture for the
quantity being considered in this study preclude further consideration of
LNG.
e. Equipment Redundancy
Based on the information and costs provided on this subject in the
first section of this report, the storage alternative is recommended as the
best means of assuring a continuing supply of propellants and pressurants
at minimum costs. Granted this is not an adequate solution in the event
a catastrophic disaster should occur and the entire facility be destroyed
but the liklihood of this happening is very small and would not warrant
the premium incurred in building two half-sized plants. One consideration
which would help add to the potential overall performance reliability
would be the inclusion of two half-sized nitrogen recycle compressors. The
premium for this redundancy is relatively small and the probability of an extended
shutdown due to this machine being damaged is minimized.
f. Contract Cancellation Charges
It is assumed that any contract would be signed with the intent that
the contractor receive payment for the depreciation on his committed
investment. Thus, the cancellation charges would be determined by simply
multiplying the number and/or fraction of years remaining on the contract
by 0.20 if a 5-year contract were agreed upon, 0.10 for a 10-year contract
or 0.06 for a 15-year contract and then multiplying this product by the
initial investment cost of the production facility.
2. Co-Product ODDortunities
a. Commercial Liquid Hydrogen, Oxygen, and Nitrogen
Commercial opportunities do exist for liquid hydrogen, oxygen, and
nitrogen which could be serviced from a plant located in the KSC area.
Figures 65 to 67 were prepared to demonstrate the effect that commercial
sales of these products would have in reducing the cost of producing LH2
for the government for various size plants operating at reduced production
levels. All credits have been allocated to the cost of producing the LH2 .
Two principal observations can be made. The first is that sales of commercial
products increase the plant utilization which results in allocating the
fixed depreciation and interest charges to a greater quantity of product
thereby reducing the unit costs. The greater these commercial sales, the
greater this effect will be. The second observation is that the same level
of commercial product sales will have the greatest relative effect on the
smallest size production plant.
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'igure 66
Reduction in LH& Production Cost Due to Commercial Sales
of LH,, LOX, & LIN for an
7.0 Integrated Propellant Plant with Maximum Production
Capacity of 120 TPD LH2
Basis: 5 Year Contract
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Figure 67
Reduction in LH2 Production Cost Due to Commercial Sales of LH2, LOX
& LIN for an Integrated Propellant Plant with
Maximum Production Capacity of 40 TPD LH2
Basis: 5 Year Contract
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b. Deuterium
A $10 per pound price differential between the production cost
and market price of deuterium would have the result of lowering LH2
production cost by 1.176 per pound if the profit from making the
deuterium were credited to the hydrogen. Examination of Figure 41
indicates the difference between the cost of making deuterium oxide
based on a 15-year contract period and the World Market price is
$12.30 per pound at full production capacity. Thus, the LH2 price
would be lowered by $1.44 per ton, based on the assumptions employed,
if deuterium were produced. This would reduce the cost of making
140 TPD LH2 from a 160 TPD integrated LH2 plant to 17.564/lb. (steam
reformer, naptha feed, gas turbines, 15-year evaluation period) compared
with 194/lb. without the credit. This would compare with a unit cost
of 17.40/lb. when producing 160 TPD LH2 and no deuterium from an integrated
plant. If a 5-year evaluation period were used to evaluate the deuterium,
the LH2 production cost after adding the deuterium production credit would
be 17.8i/lb. It should be emphasized that deuterium production definitely
is contingent on hydrogen being produced. That is to say that if only
100 TPD of LH2 were required, the deuterium recovery facility could be
only 100/140 or 71.5% utilized. The credit for deuterium recovery would
then have to be computed on this basis. To minimize the requirement for
such computations, Figure 68 presents a plot showing the potential reduction
in LH2 production costs due to deuterium credits as a function of plant
utilization for 5 and 15-year contract periods.
c. Methanol Production
Methanol production costs have been developed (Figure 43) on the
basis that the LH2 production plant would be used as much as possible and
only the additions to generate the methanol are considered part of the
methanol production costs. Using a methanol price of 14.56 per gallon, the
impact of methanol generation on the cost of producing LH2 is presented
as a function of plant utilization for producing LH2 for an integrated
160 TPD LH2 plant by Figure 69. This graph indicates that if the LH2 plant
utilization for producing LH2 is 80% or greater, methanol addition has no
value. At lower utilization levels, the methanol co-product addition would
help lower the unit hydrogen production costs. For purposes of illustration,
consider 50% utilization of the LH2 production plant. This would correspond
to an LH2 production of 80 TPD compared with the design capacity of 160 TPD.
At this level of the LH2 plant utilization, the impact of crediting the
profit generated by methanol production to LH2 production would be 1.8U/lb.
of LH2. This would lower the LH2 production costs.from 280/lb. to 26.2i/lb.
(steam reformer, naptha feed, gas turbines) which would compare with a
17.40/lb. production cost if the LH2 plant were totally utilized, making
160 TPD of LH 2.
From the above, it can be concluded that the addition of a methanol unit
in the circumstance of low LH2 plant utilization could help reduce the LH2
production costs. However, this impact is not great enough to offset the
strong influence that low utilization has on increasing the LH2 production
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Figure 68
Reduction of LH2 Production Costs Due to
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Figure 69
Reduction of LHp Production Costs Due to
Co-Production of Methanol
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costs. It should also be pointed out that the above analysis is sensitive
to the market price of methanol. A lower price would decrease its benefits
to LH2 production cost and a higher price would have the opposite affect.
At present, the methanol market is quite strong and it would be anticipated
that future prices would have a tendency to decrease rather than increase.
Two final important considerations should also be mentioned. First, it may
prove difficult to market all methanol produced from a facility such as this
located at KSC which does not benefit from the presence of a nearby petrochemical
complex requiriig--a baseload quantity of methanol. Secondly, it is
emphasized that once the investment is committed to making methanol, it
must be fully utilized in order to recover its projected value. That is
to say that full LH2 production could not again be resumed without a
substantial loss being incurred by the subcontractor on the methanol
production.
d. Ammonia Production
Ammonia costs were developed on the basis that no LH2 product would
be required and all H2 and N2 production would be used to generate ammonia.
This would result in the lowest ammonia production costs. As was the case
when considering methanol production, only the additions needed to generate
the ammonia are considered part of the ammonia-production costs. On this
basis, the ammonia production cost proved to be approximately $25/ton which
is greater than the current market price of around $20/ton for large quan-
tities of ammonia. There are three principal reasons for this unfavorable
comparison. First, commercial ammonia plants are efficient, tailor made,
single train processes designed specifically to produce ammonia. A LH2
production plant, converted to make ammonia suffers by comparison even though
a sizable portion of the overall investment is considered free in this
evaluation. Secondly, fuel costs are lower in the Gulf Coast area where
the greatest quantity of ammonia is generated. This is because the principal
source of natural gas is the Gulf Coast area. Gas used in other areas would
have to be pipelined from the Gulf Coast and consequently the transmitted
gas would have to bear the interest and amortization cost of a pipeline. Use
of other possible fuels would not suffer from this handicap, however, these
fuels are normally priced on the basis of the local area natural gas price.
One could argue that the premium incurred in transporting fuel will be offset
by permitting the ammonia producing facility to be located nearer the ultimate
ammonia use point, thereby lowering the ammonia product shipment costs. In
some instances, this is a valid argument. However, in this instance, the KSC
area is as far away from Tampa, which is the major ammonia consuming area
in Florida, as the Gulf Coast ammonia plant if the normal barging mode of
transportation is employed.
The third reason for the unfavorable comparison between the current
ammonia market price and the converted KSC LH2 ammonia generating plant
costs is that the current ammonia market is suffering from overcapacity and
the market is very weak. At $20/ton it is doubtful that ammonia producers
are making sufficient return on investment to permit reinvesting in additional
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facilities. Thus it would be anticipated that in the next few years, the
ammonia market should strengthen and the price increase. It is doubtful,
however, that the price will rise above $25/ton which would indicate that
ammonia is not an attractive co-product for consideration at the KSC location.
3. Evaluation of Transport Methods
Transport costs were evaluated to determine the most economical mode
of transport for liquid hydrogen, liquid oxygen, and liquid nitrogen from
integrated propellant plants designed to produce 160 TPD, 120 TPD, and
40 TPD of liquid hydrogen. A subjective evaluation of the different modes
of transportation considered is presented in Figure 70, appended. The
economics of four cases were studied in detail.
a. Trucking
A general site within twenty miles of pad 39B was used as the basis
of developing trucking costs. Port Canaveral, NASA Sites #1 & #2 and the
East Coast of Florida are all included within this perimeter. Round trip
time in this area is four hours. A conceptual drawing illustrating this
mode of transport is shown by Figure 71.
The investment cost, operating cost, and evaluated cost for 5-year
and 15-year contracts for trucking are given in Figure 72, appended..
b. Rail
A general site on the East Coast of Florida near the Florida East
Coast railroad was chosen as the basis for this case. Round trip by special
train is five hours. The cost of a rail siding at pad 39B is $400,000.
Since product losses in rail shipment (7%) are less than for trucks (87)
the integrated propellant plant can be sized 1% smaller and both an investment
and an operating cost saving ,is achieved. The costs for rail transport are
given in Figure 73, appended. This delivery concept is similar to truck
transport, shown in Figure 71.
c. Barges
The barging costs developed are based on the ten hour round trip
from Port Canaveral to 39B. To barge to pad 39B from Port Canaveral
a channel must be dredged from the vicinity of pad 39A to pad 39B. Also,
1,00 feet of vacuum jacketed liquid hydrogen piping and 3,000 feet of
liquid oxygen and liquid nitrogen piping must be installed. Since product
loss due to barging (7%) is 1% less than the trucking loss, the investment
cost and operating cost of the integrated propellant plant can be reduced.
Figure 74 illustrates this mode of transport.
Figure 75, appended, presents the barging evaluation if the MTF barges
are available. Figure 76, appended, presents the costs if new barges must
be purchased. Barging costs were also investigated for the Florida East
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Coast Site using the MTF barges. Round trip time is 20 hours. This
mode of transportation proved more expensive than rail transport and
consequently, its costs are not presented.
d. Vacuum Insulated Piping
The costs for installing the 20,000 feet of liquid hydrogen pipe ,l!J
18.000 feet of liquid oxygen and liquid nitrogen pipe from NASA Sites l1 ,;
#2 are given in Figure 77, appended. Figure 78, appended, presents
costs for 5,600 feet of vacuum jacketed pipe. Since the losses in the
vacuum jacketed pipe are 5%, there is a savings in the integrated
propellant plant. Figure 79 is a drawing of the vacuum insulated pipe-
line concept.
e. Mixed Transport Modes
The only instance where savings occur by mixing transport modes
is in combining LH2 and LOX VIP with LIN trucking from NASA Site #1
and NASA Site #2. Combinations using barging and rail transport were
considered. However, the fixed cost of dredging,in the case of barging,
and a rail siding,in the case of rail transport,precludes the trans-
portation of only one product by these means.
Figures 80 and 81 graph annual operating costs vs. plant capacity
for 5 and 15-year contract periods. These graphs will be discussed
further in Section III, B.5.
f. Transport of Naptha
If a site other than Port Canaveral is selected, additional naptha
handling and storage is required. Naptha must be shipped to Port Canaveral.
stored in tanks, and barged to the site where more tankage is required.
To determine the cost penalty to a site due to the additional handling of
feed for an all electric drive plant,a general site was selected that is
within a ten hour barge turn-around from Port Canaveral. This perimeter
includes all the sites previously discussed.
Based on one week storage for naptha and barges of 100,000 gallons
capacity the following additional equipment is required if the plant is
not located at Port Canaveral.
LH? Production, TPD Barges Required Naptha Storage, Gal]lo]n
160 2 2,000,000
120 2 1,500,000
40 1 500,000
Barges cost $216,000 each and naptha storage costs 6-1/20 per gallon.
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The following table summarizes
No dredging costs are included.
the cost of the additional naptha handling.
LHp Production, TPD
160
120
40
Investment
$562,000
530,000
249,000
Annual Operating
Cost,$/yr.
$483,000
362,000
121,000
Total Annual Cost, $/yr.
5-yr.Contract 15-yr.Contract
$668,000
537,000
203,000
$594,000
466,000
170,000
4. Storage Requirements
a. Pad Storage
The recommended minimum storage of ten days production should be
located at the launch pad. Ten days storage was chosen because it rep-
resents the maximum time the integrated propellant plant mightbe out of
service due to normal equipment failure. This amount of storage also
guarantees that there is no bottleneck in product shipment due to full pad
storage. The suggested pad storage concept is shown by Figure 71.
Since low pressure liquid hydrogen tankage is less expensive than high
pressure tankage (Figure 45), this scheme is advantageous because it
utilizes a large low pressure tank and permits sizing of the NASA high
pressure tank for a one launch capacity. Further savings in time and
personnel accrue as the operations of the plant, the delivery system, and
the pad commercial storage may be under the control of one contractor,
eliminating several interfaces and potential conflicting responsibilities.
The commercial storage facility is an extension of plant storage and the
product is "sold" on demand to the customer at sampling station 4 and
metered through a short pipeline into pad storage tanks. This concept also
permits 24-hour access to pad storage by the contractor.
The low pressure tankage required at the pad for ten days storage and
prices are given below. These storage costs are additive to the production
cost figures given previously.
Number of Tanks Total Gallons Capital Cost
6,000,000
1,700,000
1,200,000
Total Cost
$6,000,000
940,000
740,000
$7,680,000
b. Plant Storage
It is also recommended that two days storage be located at the
propellant plant. This storage is sufficient to balance any swings
Product
LH2
LOX
LIN
6
1
1
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in production of the propellant facility due to operational problems.
The costs of this tankage is summarized in the table below and is
included in the estimate of the basic production plant costs presented
previously.
Product Number of Tanks Total Gallons Capital Cost
LH2 1 1, 100,000 $1, 100,000
LOX 1 340,000 310,000
LIN 1 240,000 260,000
Total Cost $1,670,000
c. Transport Storage
Consideration was given to using the transport vehicle as a means
of pad storage. This concept is represented by Figure 74 for barge
storage. A low pressure liquid hydrogen tank installed on land costs
roughly $1 per gallon.
Barge capacity costs about $3.70 per gallon. Rail and truck storage
cost much more. Therefore, the most economical type of storage is land
based.
5. Evaluation of Sites
The costs previously developed for the transport of feed and
product can be combined with the specific site costs to give a total
site cost. The following paragraphs present site costs, possible
means of transport, and the selected means of transport.
a. Sites Located on Government Property
1. NASA Site #1
Possible means of product transport from this site are truck and
vacuum jacketed pipe. Feed must be barged from Port Canaveral and then
pumped via pipeline to storage. For a 5-year contract period, transport
of LH2 and LOX by vacuum insulated piping and delivery of LIN by trucking
is the best means of product transport from an integrated plant producing
more than 100 TPD LH2 and corresponding amounts of LOX and LIN. Below
this capacity, trucking is the preferred means of product delivery, as
shown by Figure 80. For a 15-year contract period, Figure 81 indicates
that vacuum insulated piping for transport of LH2 and LOX and trucking
LIN is preferred for shipment of quantities greater than 60 TPD LH2 and
corresponding LOX and LIN. Figure 82, appended, summarizes the combined
site and transportation costs for this site.
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2. NASA Site #2
Possible means of product transport from this site are rail, truck,
and VIP. Feed must be barged from Port Canaveral to the VAB turning
basin and then pumped to Site #2 storage. Figures 80 and 81 show that
for 5 and 15-year contract periods, respectively, the same conclusions as
those drawn for NASA Site #1, above, can be made. Figure 83, appended,
summarizes the combined site and transportation costs for this site.
3. NASA Site #3
This is a general site located within 5,600 feet of pad 39B. Possible
means of product transport are truck and vacuum jacketed pipe. Feed is
barged in from Port Canaveral and then pumped to storage. Figures 80 and 81
show that vacuum jacketed pipe has the lowest annual cost for both a 5 and
15-year contract life. Figure 84, appended, gives the total costs for this
site.
b. Sites Located off Government Property
1. Port Canaveral
Possible means of product transport from Port Canaveral are truck
and barge. Naptha is unloaded directly from the transporting ship. Figures
80 and 81 show that barging using the existing MTF barges is the lowest
cost transport method. Figure 85, appended, summarizes the total costs
for this site.
2. Florida East Coast Site
This site is adjacent to the Florida East Coast railroad on the
Florida mainland. The means of product transport considered are rail,
barge, and truck. Naptha must be barged from Port Canaveral, Rail transport
is the most economical means of transport for propellants at a liquid
hydrogen production of 160 TPD and 120 TPD LH2 and corresponding amounts of
LOX and LIN. At 40 TPD, truck transport provides the lowest cost. Barge
transport is more expensive than rail transport at all production rates.
Figure 86, appended, gives the total costs associated with this site.
c. Summary of Economic Comparisons of Sites
Figures 87 and 88 plot total annual cost vs. liquid hydrogen plant
capacity for the five sites. Figure 87 is for a 5-year contract and
Figure 88 is for a 15-year contract. Propellant production costs
presented earlier should be added to these costs to determine overall
costs for producing and distributing product.
From these graphs it is concluded that Site #3 is the best site
located on Government property and Port canaveral is the best site
located off Government property. For a 5-year contract Site #3 is the
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most economical above a production of about 110 TPD LH2 and Port
Canaveral has the lowest cost at lower productions. For a 15-year
contract, Site #3 is more economical above 60 TPD and Port Canaveral
is attractive at lower productions.
It is further concluded that the choice of either one of these two
sites does not significantly affect the cost of liquid hydrogen. If the
"close site" is chosen there are legal considerations that need further
exploration. These considerations will be discussed in the next section.
d. Legal Considerations
It would appear that, if the Government desires the construction and
operation of an integrated propellant manufacturing plant and distribution
system to be located on Government-owned land at John F. Kennedy Space Center,
then the Government shall plan to have such an integrated, on-site facility
constructed entirely at the Government's own risk and expense, with the
Government retaining full title to the facility and to the land on which it
is built. The facility would be operated on behalf of the Government by a
private contractor for an annual fee, to be determined in an appropriate
manner, based, in part, at least, on the level of operations and amounts of
products produced in such year. The contract or contracts for the operation
of the Government-owned, on-site facility would be awarded, after appropriate
competition among qualified sources, either on a yearly basis or possibly
for periods longer than one (1) year.
In short, if the Government should decide that it is more advantageous
to the Government to have an integrated, on-site propellant manufacturing
plant and distribution system, then it would appear that a Government-owned
Contractor-operator plant (GOCO facility) is the only logical result since
it would not seem that any potential contractor would be willing to build
such a facility on Government-owned land at the Contractor's risk and
expense.
Some of the reasons why contractors would very probably be unwilling
to build, own and operate such an integrated propellant manufacturing plant
and distribution system, located on Government-owned land, at the Contractor's
risk and expense are:
1) Government ownership and control of land created, in effect,
a mixed facility.
2) Government ownership and control of land effectively negates the
contractor's ownership and control of facility erected at his cost and expense.
3) A long term lease of the plant site by the Government to the Contractor
would not cure the above objections since the lease would have to be terminable
by the Government within some relatively short period after written notice
by the Government.
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4) There would undoubtedly be unusual Government-caused hazards to the
Contractor's facility and extra hazardous risks placed on the Contractor
by reason of the operation of its facility in proximity to the Government's
launch and other facilities at John F. Kennedy Space Center. It would appear
that insurance costs against these-unusual and/or extra hazardous risks may
be prohibitive.
5) Under the above conditions the Contractor's right to ship product
commercially to customers other than the Government is illusory rather than
real.
6) The Contractor's facility would be entirely locked-in by the
Government on conclusion or earlier termination of the Government's contract
with the supplier.
7) All in all, Government control of (i) the land, (ii) the rights
of access thereto, (iii) the conditions under which the contractor would be
permitted to operate his plant to produce product, (iv) the safety regulations
and standards for such operation and so forth, would make it very unattractive
for any contractor to risk the large amount of capital involved on such a
facility.
In addition, it is emphasized that costs previously presented are on
the basis of private industry ownership. Interfacing with the government in
the construction and operation of an integrated propellant production and
distribution system would add to these costs and may negate the economic
advantages previously indicated.
The Government's interests may be best served by purchasing product
from a contractor-owned plant or plants located on off-site land near
KSC. This is valid because several such contractor-owned facilities near
or relatively near Kennedy Space Center are already in existence. Therefore,
NASA is already in a good position to secure maximum competition for the
award of propellant contracts. The successful contractor receiving the
NASA contract would only have to add to his existing facilities in order to
furnish NASA with its propellants requirements which may provide the govern-
ment with incremental cost benefits.
However it should be duly noted at this point that, since a very
sizable capital investment would be required for these large expansions,
NASA would have to offer a truly long-term contract, to assure the con-
tractor a guarantee of recovering its investment in such additional facilities
plus a reasonable profit. Such provisions permit potential bidders to obtain
lower risk and hence,lower cost capital with which to finance the facility,
lower interest charges will result in lower product costs to the government.
It would appear that the contracting route selected would determine
the most economical procurement method because the provision selected will
have more of an economic inpact on the project than the various logistic
considerations.
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If Government-owned Contractor-operated facilities are selected,the
government likely loses the opportunity to participate in any co-commercial
opportunities. On the other hand, if appropriate guarantees are not
provided to potential bidders, then it will be difficult to generate low
cost financing by industry suppliers.
6. Computer Solutions to Projected Load Patterns
The computer program used for NASA Contract NAS8-25147 has been
modified to include cost information required for an integrated propellant
plant. As stated earlier, the cost of liquid oxygen and liquid nitrogen
produced from an integrated facility is kept the same as the cost from a
separate facility. Any cost savings that occur in an integrated plant
reduce the price of liquid hydrogen. This method of cost accounting permits
direct comparison of the program solutions reported in this study with the
liquid hydrogen costs reported in NASA Contract NAS8-25147.
The computer calculations are made on the following basis:
1. Only liquid hydrogen costs are presented.
2. Costs are for the East Coast only.
3. Contract life is 5 years.
4. No transport costs from the KSC site to pad 39B are included.
5. Pad storage costs are not included but plant storage costs
are included.
6. Transport costs between plantsis 644/mile.
a. Minimum Requirements Option
The liquid hydrogen requirements for the minimum requirements option
are given in Figure 89, appended. The minimum requirements option was
investigated in Contract NAS8-25147 with respect to liquid hydrogen plant
size, start-up schedule, plant location, and shipping requirements. The
report issued at the conclusion of this study determined what the capacity
of the liquid hydrogen plant should be, where it should be located, and
when it should be built. Liquid hydrogen plants up to 120 TPD were
studied in detail. Although plants larger than 120 TPD were outside the
scope of the report, they were also briefly considered. In coming to these
conclusions, seven possible solutions to the minimum requirements option
were studied. The two most attractive solutions are:
Solution III - Ship from APCI plant in Michoud 1970 - 1977, 1981 - 1983;
build 170 TPD plant at KSC in 1978.
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Solution IV - Ship from APCI plant in 1970 - 1976, 1978, 1981,
1983; relocate a 30 TPD plant from the West in
1980, build 140 TPD plant in 1979.
The solution numbers are the solution numbers used in NASA Contract
NAS8-25147. Figure 90, appended, presents the solutions in detail and
gives the computer case numbers that identify computer printouts in
NASA Contract NAS8-25147.
This report uses the results of NASA Contract NAS8-25147 (what
capacity plant, built where, started when), the integrated propellant
plant costs developed in this report, and the new cost of fuel and power
to do the following:
1. Compare the 170 TPD plant in Solution III with the 140
TPD plant plus the relocated 30 TPD plant in Solution IV.
This comparison is made to show the value of a large
integrated plant as opposed to a smaller plant and a
relocated plant.
2. Compare an integrated propellant plant with a non-integrated
liquid hydrogen plant to show the value of integration.
3. Compare the steam reforming process with the partial oxidation
process for generating hydrogen.
4. Compare the three prime mover systems - electric motors,
steam turbines, and gas turbines, based on the expected
power and fuel costs for the total program life.
5. Determine the effect of escalation on the total program cost.
The above comparisons have been made earlier in this report for constant
liquid hydrogen production. The value of the computer comparisons is that
they are based on projected actual liquid hydrogen requirements and show the
effect of variable demand on total program cost.
Figure 91, appended, summarizes all the computer cases run for the two
solutions. The case numbers given in this figure refer to the computer
printouts given in Appendix B.
1) Comparison of Solution III with Solution IV
Inspection of Cases 5 and 50 reveals that Solution III is the most
economical for the minimum requirements option. This indicates that the
marginal value of an additional 30 TPD from an integrated facility is
greater than a relocated 30 TPD plant.
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2) Comparison of an Integrated Propellant Plant with a Liquid
Hydrogen Plant
Comparison of Case 5 with Case 22 shows that the integrated
propellant plant produces liquid hydrogen for 25.84/lb., 0.74/lb. less
than the stand alone liquid hydrogen plant.
3) Comparison of Steam Reforming Process with Partial Oxidation Process
Comparison of Case 20 with Case 26 shows that the steam reforming
process produces liquid hydrogen for 0.584/lb. less than the partial
oxidation process6 even though the feedstock for the partial oxidation
process is 10C/10 Btu less expensive.
4) Prime Mover Evaluation
Conclusions about the prime mover system can be drawn by comparing
Cases 5, 7, 20 and 24.
Case Driver Liquid Hydrogen Cost f/LB
5 Motor - 6 mil 25.80
7 Motor - 5 mil 25.21
20 Gas Turbine 25.07
24 Steam Turbine 25.26
It is seen that with the fuel costs used (450/106 Btu for oil,
554/106 Btu for naptha) the gas turbine drive produces liquid hydrogen
most economically. However, the electric drive system with 5 mil power
is also attractive.
5) Escalation
Cases 8 and 21 are included to illustrate the effect of 5% per
year escalation on the total program cost for the electric drive (Case 7)
and the gas turbine drive (Case 20).
6) Summary of Cases and Conclusions
The computer results show that the lowest cost solution to the
minimum requirements option is a 170 TPD integrated propellant plant
built at KSC in 1978. This integrated propellant plant should employ
the steam reforming process and use naptha as feed. The prime mover
system should be either gas turbine using fuel oil or electric drive,
depending on the actual costs of energy when the plant is built.
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b. 50 Launch Option
The 50 launch option represents a requirements option in which the
testing requirements are 1/2 of the minimum requirements option. The
launch schedule starts at three per year in 1977 and builds up to 50
per year in 1981. The liquid hydrogen requirements for this option are
given in Figure 92, appended.
The two most attractive solutions for this option are:
1) Relocate the 60 TPD LH2 plant from Sacramento to KSC in
1980, run the 30 TPD LH2 APCI at Michoud 1970 - 1980 and ship from the
West Coast from 1981 - 1985.
2) Build a 60 TPD integrated propellant plant in 1980, run APCI
at Michoud from 1970- 1980 and ship from the West Coast from 1981 - 1985.
Figure 93, appended, gives the program cost for these two solutions.
The best solution is to relocate the 60 TPD West Coast plant. The liquid
hydrogen price reduction,due to integration,is not enough to give the
integrated facility a cost advantage over a fully depreciated plant.
Case 70 in Figure 93 gives the total program cost if 5% per year escalation
is added to Case 70. The computer printouts for this option are given in
Appendix C.
c. Revised Minimum Requirements Option
The minimum requirements option was revised September 8, 1970. The
liquid hydrogen requirements for the revised minimum requirements option
are presented in Figure 94, appended. The liquid hydrogen requirements
for the Lewis Research Center are added in with the MSFC demand.
The solutions investigated for this option are summarized in Figure 95,
appended. The case numbers shown identify the computer printouts in
Appendix D.
1. Late Relocation of 60 TPD Sacramento Hydrogen Plant (LSH)
In Case 81, the 60 TPD plant in Sacramento is relocated at Cape Kennedy
in 1981. Liquid hydrogen for the test program at KSC and MTF is supplied
from the APCI plant at Michoud and the West Coast, if required. Comparison
of this case with others illustrates that premiums in transportation charges
during peaks are greater than savings in deferring investment by waiting
until after the testing to relocate LSH at KSC.
2. Early Relocation of LSH
Case 85 was run to show total program costs if LSH was relocated at
KSC at the earliest possible date (1973). LSH is capable of supplying
most of the hydrogen for the test program and for the space shuttle.
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Requirements of over 60 TPD -- met from the APCI plant at Michoud.
3. Relocation of LSH in Time for the Test Program
Case 83 gives the total program cost for relocating the LSH plant
at KSC in time to meet the requirements of the test program starting
with the fourth quarter of 1975. Hydrogen requirements in excess of
60 TPD are met by shipping from the APCI plant at Michoud. This solution
provides the lowest program cost of all the cases considered. Case 84
shows the effect of an escalation of 5% per year on liquid hydrogen costs
for the entire program.
4. 60 TPD Integrated Propellant Plant
Case 86 is the same as Case 83 except that a 60 TPD integrated
propellant plant is constructed to start in the fourth quarter of 1975
rather than relocate LSH. The costs for this solution are somewhat
higher than the costs for relocating Sacramento.
5. 90 TPD Integrated Propellant Plant
Case 88 was included to illustrate the effect of eliminating all
shipping from the APCI plant at Michoud. A 90 TPD integrated propellant
plant is built at KSC in the fourth quarter of 1975. Liquid hydrogen
is shipped from the APCI plant until the fourth quarter of 1975, and
then the 90 TPD integrated propellant plant supplies the East Coast.
The high program costs for the solution indicate that it is advantageous
to keep the APCI plant running.
6. Conclusions
The most economical means of supplying liquid hydrogen for the
revised minimum requirements option is to move the 60 TPD LSH plant to
KSC for production beginning the fourth quarter of 1975.
APPENDIX A
FIGURES
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Figure 5
TABULATED SUMMARY OF PROPELLANT PRODUCTION FACILITIES INVESTMENT
Basis: All Costs on Basis of 1970 Dollars
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Figure 10
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Figure 12
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Figure 14
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Figure 15
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Figure 16
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Figure 17
INTEGRATED PROPELLANT PRODUCTION PLANT INVESTMENT
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Figure 18-
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Figure 19
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Figure 20
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Figure 21
TABULATED SUMMARY OF PROPELLANT PRODUCTION FACILITIES UTILITY REQUIREMENTS
NON-INTEGRATED PLANTS
AIR SEPARATION & LIOUEFACTION
800 TPD LOX, 400 TPD LIN & 120 TPD GN,
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Figure 25.
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Figure 26
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Figure 32
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Figure 33
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Figure 34
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Figure 35
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Figure . 38
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Figure 39
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Figure . ·41
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COST OF METHANOL VS LHp PLANT UTILIZATION
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Figure .'45 .
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Figure 70
CRYOGENIC DELIVERY
AND
STORAGE SYSTEM EVALUATION MATRIX
RELATIVE RATINGS*
FIGURE
CRITERIA :
(Pipeline) (Truck) (Rail) (Barge)
Number of Transfers 1 4 3 2
Delivery Losses 1 4 3 2
Complexity of
"sell-off" 1 4 3 2
Development Effort 4 1 2 3
Emergency Backup
Capability 4 1 2 3
Weather and External
Interference 1 4 2 3
Flexibility and
Growth 4 1 2 3
Delivery System Operations
and Maintenance Costs 1 3 2 4
Scheduling Difficulties 1 2 4 3
*RELATIVE RATINGS: 1 = Best
4 = Poorest
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Figure 90
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS OPTION
TABULATED SOLUTION DESCRIPTION
TTTI TV
Case No. 12,13 44,45
Plant Data
Michoud:
Size
Years Operated
KSC:
Size
Years Operated
N-170 T/D
78-85
Size
Years Operated
RWC - 30 T/D
80,81,83
N - 140 T/D
79-85
E = Existing
RWC - Relocated West Coast
N - New
Note: Solution Nos. and Case No.
are from Table C-4 NASA
Contract NAS8-25147, March 1970
E-30 T/D
70-77
81,83
E-30 T/D
70-76
78,81,83
Legend:
onlution No.
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Figure 92
50 LAUNCH OPTION
TABULATED LOAD PATTERNS 1970 - 1985
TONS/DAY LHP
Total East
5.1
12.9
21.3
12.7
12.1
21.9
10.2
8.2
13.0
23.0
38.0
62.4
62.4
62.0
60.8
60.4
Total West
13.8
17.5
14.0
18.5
20.4
26.8
10.7
7.2
2.6
2.6
2.6
2.6
2.6
2.6
2.6
2.6
Year MTF
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
0
6.0
13.6
6.1
5.7
12.2
2.1
2.3
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.2
1.2
1.0
0.4
0.2
MSFC
0
2 .0
3.0
2.0
2.2
4.0
0.9
2.3
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.2
1.2
1.0
0.4
0.2
KSC
5.1
4.9
4.7
4.4
4.2
5.7
7.2
3.6
10.0
20.0
35.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
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Figure 93
50 LAUNCH OPTION
TABULATED CASE DESCRIPTIONS
CASE 70 71 75
Program Cost
MM$ 97.47 150.79 99.23
LH2 Cost, #/lb 30.94 47.86 31.49
Type Plant R-LSH R-LSH 60 TPD
1980 1980 IPP
1980
APCI Michoud 1970- 1970- 1970-
Running 1980 1980 1980
West Coast Shipping 1981- 1981- 1981-
1985 1985 1985
Escalation 1.0 1.05 1.0
Legend: R-LSH = Relocate Sacramento 60 TPD
IPP = Integrated Propellant Plant
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Figure 94
REVISED MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS OPTION
LH, REQUIREMENTS. TONS PER DAY
Total East
7.644
5.127
8.823
5.399
11.131
21.982
25.791
29.555
31.986
30.561
28.722
28.374
31.048
28.284
28.555
35.164
16.709
20.916
24.230
68.568
75.301
73.611
65.490
9.367
9.367
20.164
22.548
30.524
36.694
47.491
58.289
69.086
79.884
88.367
Total West
11.97
11.97
12.118
12.241
13.623
19.497
21.225
21.533
30.653
28.876
21.472
21.657
26.346
26.469
24.495
22.952
32.331
32.331
32.392
32.392
20.114
20.114
19.991
24.865
14.07
9.44
0.185
0.185
0.185
0.185
0.185
0.185
0.185
0.185
MSFC
1971
2
3
4
1972
2
3
4
1973
2
3
4
1974
2
3
4
1975
2
3
4
1976
2
3
4
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4.627
9.317
18.51
23.261
23.261
13.882
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
O
3.646
3.776
3.776
3.776
6.349
11.310
12.544
13.161
13.766
14.383
15.617
16.851
18.085
18.702
19.319
21.17
3.894
3.894
3.894
3.894
3.894
3.894
3.894
3.894
3.894
3.894
3.894
3.894
3.894
3.894
3.894
3.894
3.894
3.894
KSC
3.998
1.351
5.047
1.623
4.782
10.672
13.247
16.394
18.22
16.178
13.105
11.523
12.963
9.582
9.236
13.994
12.815
.12.395
11.019
46.164
48.146
46.456
47.714
5.473
5.473
16.270
18.654
26.63
32.8
43.597
54.395
65.192
75.99
84.473
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APPENDIX B
COMPUTER SOLUTIONS TO THE
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS OPTION
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COMPUTER SOLUTIONS TO THE
50 LAUNCH OPTION
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